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PREFACE 
"To create today is to create 
dangerously. Any publication is 
an act, and that act exposes one 
to the passions of an age that 
forgives nothing." 
-Albert Camus 
Resistance, Rebellion, and Death 
The Vehicle may not be an un-
derground publication, but it 
must necessarily be as controver-
sial as possible, within the limits 
of the material produced by the 
student body, in order to be pert-
inent and effective as a literary 
magazine. 
We thank our contributors, 
both published and unpublished, 
our adviser, our printer and all 
those others who assisted in the 
mechanical production of the 
magazine. 
Co-editors: Astaire Pappas 
James T. Jones 
Art Award "Corner of My Mind," Gerry Morehead 
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gothic 
endless upward 
reaches and reaching for the sky 
(which is hanging down 
about the tombs) 
covering 
pressing 
people dying 
those already dead 
unknown 
faces that i see 
(routine can kill) 
they've never seen me before 
(but know them) 
i wonder 
do they remember me 
do they have time to speak? 
check in 
where do the pigeons sleep? 
where do the drunks sleep? 
clock out 
have coffee 
go back 
go home 
kiss annie 
will they? 
check in . 
( i like pigeons) 
mapped minds 
scurry here and there 
like rats 
hurry 
or die 
no rest 
test, test, test. 
jungle of angels and whores 
coexistance. 
do they love each other? 
have they ever met? 
Clyde Sims 
Aesthetics for A Vagabond 
The ragged freight rider 
sprung free of the railroad car, 
walked lonely through the meadow, 
and then within grimy concrete walls 
transferred the sweetness to a cigarette butt 
#1 
that he dropped into the dampness of a public urinal. 
Byron Nelson 
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Steam 
Heat 
The blinding July sun had 
been beating down mercilessly on 
the little Illinois town for more 
than a week. In the fields the 
cornstalks were bleached almost 
white; the leaves had withered 
and cracked. 
The grass had long since been 
scorched, and now even the 
leaves on the trees had lost some 
of their green and were begin-
ning to curl up into scrolls. The 
creek that flowed through the 
center of town was reduced to a 
trickle, and the swimming hole 
was down fifteen inches. 
But now the heat was twice 
as unbearable because of last 
night's rain. It was already af-
ternoon, but in the streets and 
on the sidewalks many puddles 
stood stagnant because the air 
had drunk up all the moisture 
it could hold. The sun's heat 
seemed to spread like a damp 
blanket over the countryside, 
smothering the breath out of life. 
In the scant shade of a bench, a 
little mongrel lay, his tongue on 
the ground and his body heav-
ing. 
Across the way stood three 
cows, motionless except for the 
listless twitching of their tails, 
mute except for an occasional 
anguished moan. 
Philip turned away from the 
door and walked weakly back to 
his seat. I wonder if it will be 
this hot in Chicago, he thought. 
I hope not. 
He noticed that the dried-up 
old woman sitting with her card-
board suitcase and her shopping 
bag at the other end of his 
bench had gone to sleep. She 
had on a brightly flowered silk 
dress that might have been styl-
ish ten years ago, and she had 
pinned to her thin, white hair a 
little black straw hat. 
The once-crisp straw now 
looked a bit wilted. For that 
matter, so did the woman. 
Philip gazed blankly for a mo-
ment at the woman's large, jew-
eled hatpin. 
Are you sure, Dorothy? Does 
it have to be this way? 
Yes, I'm sure. 
. . . I guess you're right, but 
I just can't understand what's 
happened. 
Philip pulled out his handker-
chief and wiped the sweat off 
his face. God, it's hot, he 
thought. If only it hadn't 
rained. We don't need rain now. 
Oh, I wish to heaven it hadn't 
rained. He stuffed his wet hand-
kerchief back into his rear pock-
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et. Then he loosened the knot 
in his silk tie and unbuttoned his 
collar, which had been stiff and 
scratchy earlier, but was now 
limp. 
Leaning back against the pol-
ished wooden bench, which was 
sticky with moisture, he sighed. 
You know what's happened, 
Philip. Surely you've felt it as 
much as I have. 
Yes, I've felt it. 
There's no love. 
That's what I can't understanq, 
Philip ran his fingers through 
his hair and shook the sweat 
from his hand onto the floor. 
God, this is unbearable. 
If hell is anything like this, 
I'm going to try awful hard to 
make it to heaven. He smiled a 
little to himself at that thought, 
but he didn't have the strength 
0r the desire to turn up the cor-
ners of his mouth. 
How he longed for night in 
Chicago, when the temperature 
would drop some, and when there 
might be a little breeze blowing 
in off the lake. There was no 
wind at all now; the air was per-
fectly still. 
Philip sank down in his seat, 
leaned his head back against the 
bench, and stared at the ornately 
mo 1 de d ceiling. His eyelids 
drooped and soon he fell into a 
troubled half-sleep. 
I don't understand it either. 
I never expected this to happen. 
But it's over. 
Yes, it's over. 
We've failed, Philip. 
I know we've failed, but don't 
you think there might be a 
chance we could start over? 
We have to start over, but not 
together. There's just no point 
in trying again. 
No,!-
Philip was brought back to 
consciousness by the rumbling 
of a cart piled with three crates 
and two mailbags. The wheels 
on the cart squeaked, and the 
attendant clumped along rather 
noisily. 
But the sounds seemed muf-
fled, as if they came from inside 
a paper bag. Philip turned his 
head slowly to see if the woman 
had been awakened by the dis-
turbance, but he saw that she 
hadn't been. 
I wish I could sleep like that 
right now, he thought. The 
woman's head was leaned back 
against the bench, her face 
turned towards Philip. A fly 
crawled around over her right 
cheek, coming dangerously close 
to her gaping mouth, but it 
never seemed to venture inside. 
Philip wondered that there were 
not more flies, but he supposed 
they must be napping the same 
as all the townspeople. He sat 
for a while longer, just gazing 
straight up at the ceiling. 
As he sat, beads of sweat 
rolled off his forehead, down his 
temples, and into his hair. He 
wiped his forehead on the back 
of his already soiled shirt sleeve. 
Then he reached into his pock-
et and pulled out his watch. 
Five after two. The train wasn't 
scheduled to arrive until 3 :10. 
An hour and five minutes to 
wait. Maybe the train will be 
early, he thought. 
Oh, hell. Trains are never 
early-late if anything. How I 
wish I was on that train. Even 
a hot wind in my face would be 
better than sitting here in this 
sweat-box of a depot. 
Putting his watch back into 
his pocket, Philip wearily stood 
up. His wet shirt clung to his 
back and stung smartly. The 
swollen floorboards creaked un-
der his feet as he walked to a 
table on which was a porcelain 
water bucket. 
He drew a dipperful of water 
into a paper cup and took a swal-
low. The water was warm, but 
it soothed his pasty mouth. He 
quickly downed the cup. Then 
he dipped his fingertips into the 
bucket and flipped some water 
on his face. 
He crushed the paper cup in 
his hand, dropped it into the 
wastecan, and walked back to his 
seat. As he sat down, he loos-
ened his tie still further and took 
it off. He folded it neatly and 
put it in the pocket of his coat, 
which was lying over the arm 
of the bench. 
What will you do, Dorothy? 
Go back to your mother's? 
For a while, I suppose. You? 
I don't know. I guess I'll go 
to Chicago. My brother lives 
there. 
In the distance a toneless buzz 
attracted Philip's attention, and 
soon a fly whizzed around his 
face. He swatted at it angrily, 
but it would not go away. 
Damn, Philip thought. Go 
back to the old lady. She's 
asleep and won't know the dif-
ference. But the fly didn't un-
derstand, or at least didn't obey. 
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It buzzed around Philip's head 
for some time before flying off 
to find another victim. Philip 
swung at it several times, and he 
was breathing heavily from the 
exertion when the fly at last left 
him alone. He sighed in relief. 
Thank God. He took out his 
handerchief again and unfolded 
it, looking for a dry spot. Weak-
ly he mopped his face with it. 
I guess it's a good thing we 
never had any children. 
Yes, a good thing. 
Oh, I hope it's not this hot in 
Chicago, Philip thought. Hell, 
it's always hot in Chicago. Let's 
face it-there's no way to escape 
this heat. If the time would 
only pass faster. 
He took out his watch again 
and looked at it. Ten after two. 
Oh, God, will this hour never 
end? He got up and walked to the 
door. The three cows seemed to 
be standing exactly where they 
had been before, but the dog had 
moved to follow his shade. Philip 
returned to his seat once more. 
He sat down and leaned forward, 
his elbows resting on his knees, 
his hands behind his neck. He 
closed his eyes. 
Good-bye, Philip. 
Good-bye, Dorothy. 
His ear picked up the buzzing 
of the fly again, and soon the fly 
lit on one of his fingers. Philip 
flipped it off and slowly straight-
ened up. 
The fly buzzed near his ear, 
and he swatted at it. He took 
out his watch again. Only two 
minutes had elapsed since the 
last time he had looked. 
He snapped the lid shut and 
put the watch back into his pock-
et. He glanced at the woman, 
who was still sleeping with her 
mouth open. He brushed the fly 
off the back of his hand. 
God, I hope it's not this hot in 
Chicago. 
Charles White 
First 
Prize 
Short Story 
You walk along the pavement, 
feeling the sun hot on your back, 
and man, you are ten feet tall. 
There's a breeze in the trees; the 
world is just a big martini and 
you are the marachino cherry. 
The cherry in an olive--that's 
a cool place to be. There are a 
thousand bubbles and fizzles. 
But you are in the middle, the 
center, you're in! 
The lights are red all the way 
so you go. There's no stopping 
you now. At a speeding pace 
you race through the young life 
of searching and finding. 
Searching existence to finding 
meaning and purpose in a crazy 
world of "IN-OUT" electric 
doors. Doors that always swing 
open in your face, but never let 
you through. 
For the longest time you had 
been lost counting stars in a 
"wrong-right-wrong" monotone. 
And the wrong was so right or 
the right was wrong. But now 
everything is right or wrong is 
wrong. 
You know the meaning of yes 
man and "five dollars please." 
You feel smooth as slicked 
grease because you can slide 
through a chem. course. 
Why, you are running almost 
to the flight up, then higher yet. 
The world's just your speed and 
everything's u n d e r control. 
Everything is planned, settled, 
and straight. 
You see lost faces passing and 
laughed at their cares, and yet 
care. You know why people 
hurt inside when they are lonely, 
and how they can cry silently for 
the hidden despair of being no 
one, going no where. 
But you are somebody, going 
somewhere. The world had bet-
ter watch because you are com-
ing, you, an expectant, to grasp 
the tomorrow. 
Yesterday you were struggling 
against the waves of "why, who 
am I?" But today you are win-
ning the battle of living, so look 
to tomorrow. 
It's a great world for being, 
for finding your hopes, dreams 
and cares. 
It is a ride at the circus where 
sometimes you must shut your 
eyes because the fall is too great. 
But even as you tremble, you 
know that you love it. And 
you'll go again. 
So be the cherry, turn all your 
lights red, knock down electric 
doors, ride with the speed of 
life--live. Because there's only 
one chance--so don't blow it. 
Catherine Waite 
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First Prize Poetry 
Home Thoughts 
The hate spewers spew madly, 
While the dove-eaters vomit the putrid command. 
I sit at the outcast depot of hindsight 
And cry for dead birds squeezed by a child's hands. 
The checkerboard of "Modern Family Living" 
Stares blindly at the door of disolve. 
The goldfish ram their heads against the transparent curve, 
Their mouths ope' to bubble empty thoughts. 
The beards rebel at flo-thru tea bags 
Instead of lost bread. 
The paisley print of raped time stamps impressions 
In the blood pits. 
The Fisherman cannot cast His net 
Because His bait doesn't appeal. 
The great band-aid of false brotherhood 
Covers a wounded hypocrite. 
The pus escapes and infects the saturated air 
And the eye bleeds carbon. 
The ship of Faith brings hair spray to bombed villages. 
The motorcycle treads strips of boredom to a Cherubim. 
The boxes remain a stationary hue 
While lawnmowers sing their tune, 
"Ignore, ignore, only this and nothing more." 
The pod-peas line up, punch in, and roll through the day. 
The silver-spoons ski in jet cities 
And swim in gallons of spiked life. 
Time drips in light-second measures, 
Faster in reality, but slower in man-thoughts. 
The professors play hopscotch with degrees 
And "Publish or Perish" is the cry, 
While 256 students cram into a pie slice to hear the dead word. 
They later play fraternal games 
While the true brothers suffer and die. 
The world of today will 
Drown in its own heat-
Or freeze in its own hate-
Or what is worse, may simply 
Ignore itself away. 
Jane Carey 
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His skin is black, 
And mine is white-
Yet we both cry 
Clear salt tears. 
Catherine Waite 
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CRACE 
Many years ago, in an eon of 
time long since forgotten, in a 
remote district of Persia, which 
has now ceased to be a separate 
entity, there lived a tremend-
ously wealthy merchant, who 
preferred the far-removed soli-
tude of the outlying regions to 
the confusion and bustle of the 
larger cities. 
Though the merchant was well 
known for his shrewd business 
procedures, this was not the 
chief cause of the admiration 
which was accorded him. His 
riches were constantly being up-
staged by the presence of his 
radiant daughter, Elegia. 
The old merchant, whose name 
by the way was Arijya, had shel-
tered his daughter as more fool-
ish people are accustomed to pro-
tect precious jewels. 
Only the most trusted of the 
family retainers were allowed to 
attend her, and save for the very 
dearest friends, no outsider was 
ever permitted to gift his eyes 
with the sight of her. 
The finest perfumes and cos-
metics were brought from every 
realm of the earth to ornament 
and enhance the toilet of this 
fair maiden. Her father pro-
vided her with the most elegant 
fashions of the day and high-
lighted her perfection in dress 
with jewelry of simple but im-
peccable taste. 
In short, Arijya spared no la-
bor nor expense in order to ob-
tain and furnish for Elegia the 
best of everything she needed. 
For all this attention to ma-
terial well-being, the merchant 
certainly did not neglect the dis-
cipline of his daughter's charac-
ter and intellect. Just as he had 
provided her with the best of all 
the needs of her body, so did he 
surround her with the most 
knowledgeable tutors and the 
wisest teachers available. 
In addition, the most famous 
works of art, music and litera-
ture were brought for her edifi-
cation. The teachers were not 
lacking in any materials they 
deemed necessary for the girl's 
instruction. 
It might be added that Elegia 
was not in any way disappoint-
ing to her eminent masters. 
They found her not only capable 
and eager, but quick to learn as 
well. 
Thus, it seemed only a matter 
of course that by her eighteenth 
year the daughter of the wealthy 
merchant Arijya was not only 
one of the most beautiful maid-
ens in the world, but also an ex-
tremely cultured and intellectual 
In fact, there was a rumor cir-
culating at the time in the dist-
ant courts of the Shah of Bagh-
dad that she had attained that 
ultimate self-realization which so 
few thinkers had achieved. This 
rumor was well founded in truth. 
The reputation of the merch-
ant and of his most valuable 
person. 
asset spread through e v e r y 
country which had any contact 
with the empire, so that \Vhen 
the news got out that Arijya had 
announced that it was time for 
his daughter to consider marri-
age, and that he had specified 
the dowry to be one chest of cut 
gems, the reaction was virtually 
world-wide. 
Throngs of men of every size 
and description overran the nor-
mally tranquil village where the 
merchant's mansion stood. 
Camps were hastily pitched, 
while the local businessmen 
reaped the benefits of the vastly 
increased tourist trade. 
After several weeks the town 
settled into a kind of impatient 
confusion. 
Early one afternoon the 
merchant appeared on a balcony 
overlooking the courtyard in 
which a great number of the 
prospective suitors had gathered 
to hear the announcement of the 
terms by which one of them 
would be chosen to be the hus-
band of Elegia and heir to the 
vast empire of Arijya. 
When the crowd realized that 
the merchant was about to 
speak, the din subsided instantly. 
In a voice which could barely be 
h e a r d above the collective 
breathing of the audience, he 
listed the requirements for his 
future son-in-law. 
Since the merchant's daughter 
was reputedly the most beautiful 
woman in the known world, the 
first specification was that the 
physical attributes of the future 
husband be on a par with those 
of the bride-to-be. 
The second was directly con-
cerned with the girl's philoso-
phical achievements : the deter-
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mining factor in the selection of 
a young man would be his ability 
to demonstrate to the fair Elegia 
some insight into life which she 
had not already discovered. 
The enunciation of such a 
seemingly impossible combina-
tion elicited a communal sigh 
from the crowd below. Amid 
groans of dissatisfaction, groups 
of disgruntled pretenders made 
their exit from the courtyard, 
the once peaceful hamlet and the 
district and sank eventually back 
into the oblivion from which 
they had materialized several 
weeks before. 
Thereafter, stories about the 
wealthy merchant and his beau-
tiful daughter suffered a rapid 
decline in popularity in nearly 
every country. 
This reaction had been antici-
pated by the merchant, who was 
always a sly businessman, but 
he retained his initial plan with-
out regard for conseqences. 
After the excitement of the 
exodus two modest tents re-
mained near the mansion. Not 
wanting to seem over-anxious, 
Arijya delayed any action for 
several days. 
At length, he sent messengers 
to summon the inhabitants of 
the tents. He bid his servants 
to request that they meet with 
him that afternoon. 
The sun was well on its down-
ward way when two young men 
presented themselves before the 
great mahogany doors of the 
house. An aged servant labored 
to pull the massive portals open, 
then with a glance and a slight 
gesture, invited these remaining 
aspirants inside. 
The first one to enter was 
dressed in the flowing, unre-
stricting manner of a Greek. 
His portly carriage and sculp-
tured features exuded confidence 
and bespoke royal descent, a son 
of Olympus. 
The second youth wore the 
simple silk garb of the East; his 
face was at once forceful and 
serene, an indication of Man-
darin lineage. 
If these two figures were not 
enough to attract all eyes, set in 
the breath-takingly rich interior 
decoration of the mansion, they 
seemed almost supernatural. 
The servants were awe-struck, 
but the two young men glanced 
about in a quietly interested 
way, as if they were well accust-
omed to such ornamentation. 
They were met by the head 
servant, who led the newcomers 
to. his master's study. There 
they found the merchant sitting 
in a richly upholstered chair. 
The Greek spoke first: "I 
am called Phillippus. My coun-
try is Greece, my home Ther-
mopylae. I have come to make 
your daughter my wife and my 
queen." 
The merchant replied, · "I am 
Arijya, merchant of Persia. It 
is my daughter Elegia whom you 
both seek." At the word both 
Arijya turned to the Oriental. 
The Chinese prince answered 
t h e unvoiced question: "My 
name is Chen. I have forsaken 
parents, home and country to 
seek the true way. I believe I 
may help your daughter." 
The merchant assumed a ju-
dicial manner and spoke as if 
reciting: "In accordance with 
my announcement each of you 
will have a chance to show my 
princess some facit of life with 
which her teachers or her own 
investigations h a v e not ac-
quainted her. 
Phillippus, who spoke first, 
will have the first chance, but 
regardless of the results of his 
actions, Chen will be reserved 
his chance. 
My daughter will inform me 
of her wishes. You may begin." 
Phillippus began at once. He 
had planned to arrange a jour-
ney in order to be completely at 
ease with Elegia. While the 
preparations were being made, 
he spent several days conversing 
with her. 
After this short interval he 
found that they had established 
a mutual friendship. He discov-
ered that the maiden not only 
exceeded h e r reputation for 
beauty, but that she was charm-
ing and personable as well. 
On the basis of this know-
ledge and to avoid what he now 
felt would be a useless excursion 
Phillippus abandoned his former 
intentions in favor of remaining 
in the house of Arijya. 
Two weeks passed, during 
which time Phillippus and Elegia 
began to cherish each other's 
companionship. Neither one 
had ever realized such intense 
love toward another person. 
However, the more that the 
Greek youth felt this immense 
love, the more he knew he 
should not limit it. It was for 
this reason that, to the great 
astonishment of the servants, he 
sent for Chen one evening and 
asked that he meet them in the 
garden. 
Chen was ever a master of his 
own emotion, but on this occa-
sion he could not mask his sur-
prise at the Greek's request that 
he come to the garden. It had 
been over a fortnight and he had 
almost despaired that he would 
never get a chance to even speak 
to Elegia. 
The young Chinese walked to-
ward the garden lost in thought. 
He felt their gaze on his down-
cast face when he entered and 
looked up. 
The joy in the two counte-
nances which confronted him 
surpassed conversation. In the 
moments that passed the three 
stood transfixed. 
These were moments of medi-
tation, evaluation and wordless 
agreement. 
Chen broke the silence as a 
pebble ripples the smooth sur-
face of a pond, "I gather you 
have a plan, and that it includes 
me. Are we to be a company?" 
Phillippus answered, "Noble 
son of the East, I have deprived 
you of much time with our fair 
companion, only to decide that I 
could not marry her. I hope 
that in the future I may not 
hinder your progress so." He 
bowed humbly. 
Elegia spoke softly in her 
turn, "I suspected from the first 
day I saw you both that you 
were travellers on the road, and 
not merely suitors. I feel that 
fate has united us to seek out 
our purpose together. 
With your consent, Chen," she 
said, turning directly toward 
him, "we will depart as soon as 
possible. What do you say?" 
"I do not know where our road 
will lead us," he replied. 
The meeting next evening was 
one of old friends, or seemingly 
so, for none of the three was re-
served in any way. Their con-
versation was filled with similar 
ideas and common goals, and 
they talked freely about the lives 
that lay ahead of them. 
They passed the next days in 
excited enjoyment of each other 
and in restless anticipation of 
their common future. 
Finally, the day dawned on 
which Elegia was to announce 
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her decision to her father. 
Many curious servants w e r e 
crowded around corners, under 
windows and behind doors when 
the young maiden e n t e r e d 
Arijya's study. 
The master, ever a man of ne-
gotiations, was not at a loss for 
words now. He spoke more in-
tently than was his custom, but 
otherwise his manner was un-
altered: 
"My dear Elegia, the day has 
arrived on which you will decide 
to leave my house, now it is left 
to you in which direction you 
will leave, toward Greece or 
China. Which do you choose?" 
Elegia looked at her father 
sincerely and answered, "I choose 
neither and both, all and none. 
I will have Phillippus and Chen 
as my friends and fellow seekers, 
but I will have no one for my 
husband." 
Arijya gazed at her stricken 
and disbelieving. 
She continued, "Do not grieve 
your heirless fate, father, for I 
do not grieve my fatherless one. 
As I must suffer, so must you." 
He asked, "What reason ... ?" 
"I cannot speak the reason be-
cause it would be lost in the 
words and you would never get 
it out. I can only say that I 
must go to find what my reason 
means," replied Elegia. 
These were her last words 
with her father. 
The next morning when the 
servants awoke, the three young 
sojourners had departed to find 
the way of truth on whichever 
way they took. 
One old butler, who was par-
ticularly fond of the girl, hobbled 
out to the gateway to see if he 
could catch a last glimpse of the 
party. He noticed in the shadow 
of the gate-arch that the sand 
was disturbed in an unusual 
way. 
Drawing closer, he noticed the 
writing, one word in his own 
language, Arabic, and t w o 
others, one in Greek, the other 
Chinese, both of which he recog-
nized, although he had not seen 
them for many years. 
The Greek word was agape. 
The Chinese phrase transliter-
ated was Ch'i. The Arabic word 
was a monosyllable which is 
rendered in our own language by 
the word grace. 
James T. Jones 
Loneliness 
Love, Jimmy 
Hey, Jimmy. Look. Come on, 
turn around. There she is. 
She's always behind you, Jimmy. 
Always there. Oh, come on now, 
Jim boy. 
Don't try to ignore her. You 
know it doesn't work. How long 
has it been now? Seven years? 
At first it wasn't too bad was 
it? In fact, you were kind of 
pleased about the whole thing in 
the beginning. 
And that's just what it was, 
Jim, the beginning. 
Remember the day she first 
came? Everybody handled her 
with kid gloves; they didn't leave 
her alone for a minute. And re-
member, Jim, how many people 
came? Everybody was after 
her. You were ignored. But 
you didn't mind so much then, 
did you. You thought it would 
all blow over in a couple of days. 
Poor Jimmy. Just di d n ' t 
think about it very much, huh? 
Hey, but wait, Jim, you're not 
stupid, boy. How were you to 
know it would turn out this way? 
No, buddy, you're not stupid. 
In fact, you're kinda smart. 
Kinda real smart. She's the one 
that's dumb. She's the one that 
didn't see. She's still blind isn't 
she Jim? 
Hey, remember the time you 
took her to the woods and left 
her there alone? Then you went 
fishing. Caught three trout 
too didn't you. 
Then you went back to the 
house pretending to be all upset 
and worried cause you couldn't 
find her. It was dark then. 
And everybody went out to look 
for her in the rain. 
That was good, huh Jim? In 
the dark : in the rain: alone. 
Smile, Jimmy boy, smile. Alone. 
And dark. 
Hey, but Jim. Don't think 
about the last part. You 
couldn't help that. So she got 
found. So what? Oh yea. 
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It got worse didn't it. But 
don't think about it. You're 
smart now. Real smart. 
Remember the time you were 
in the house with her? Alone. 
She was upstairs sleeping. But 
you couldn't sleep and you went 
walking around the house. 
That's right, Jim, smile. That 
was a great idea you had, wasn't 
it? The matches. All it took 
was one. On the curtains. Oh 
man, that was great. 
Then the headlights outside. 
Hey, come on. Don't look 
down. All that's down there is 
the ocean. You don't need the 
ocean Jim. You're smart. Real 
smart. 
Smart, Jimmy. Be smart. 
Call her. Go on, call her. 
That's right. She's coming. 
She always does what you tell. 
her. 
Want to know something fun-
ny, Jim? She likes you. She 
actually likes you. Stupid. Real· 
ly dumb. 
There she is. Right beside 
you. Make some small talk. 
Go on. Tell her a whopper. 
She'll eat it up. Make her look 
down, Jim. Down at the ocean. 
She's scared, Jim. Scared 
cause it's so far down. Now's 
your chance buddy. This time 
It'll work. Cause now you're 
smart. Real smart. 
You hate her Jim. Hate her. 
Now, Jim. Now. Push. PUSH! 
Hey, man. What happened? 
You thought she liked you. 
Acutally liked y o u. Smart ! 
Buddy, she hated you. All these 
years her hatred had been grow-
ing too. 
You can see the hate, Jimmy. 
You can see it in her eyes. Way 
up there in her eyes. 
Astaire Pappas 
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They stopped and stared 
At the spectacle which unfolded 
Before Them 
The crowd shuddered 
With glee 
At the wild vibrant sounds 
When it ended 
They walked on 
All but a battered 
Bleeding little old lady 
And a rosey cheeked child 
Taking his share of the loot 
Groceries on the alley pavement 
The crowd was gone 
The groceries were gone 
The excitement was gone 
The tragedy remained 
A little old lady on cold stone 
Who before she died 
Cried then prayed 
For those who watched 
And were unconcerned 
As She is now. 
Roger Zulauf 
Musty crypts in my throbbing dungeon, 
Collect forsaken bones of lost loves. 
Winnie 
Davis 
Neely 
Award 
Brigand rats rob those bones of fleshy treasures. 
Stuffed silk, beneath treated bodies, gaily receives the silent dust. 
Years mourn around the bier, for loves' lord has dealt a new hand. 
Leave those cob-webbed caskets in the care of yesterday 
Only she holds the panacea for the hurt, and pain. 
Only she trumps the taunting spirits in deaths' game. 
If you dare, pry the squeaking lid-peek within, and 
Puke-on those bones, and in that casket. 
Be repulsed !-your embattled conscience is 
Defeated; Loves death has no cause. 
Turn-search for darkness, 
Hide your head in night's lap, and weep. 
David N. Decker 
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Morality And American Foreign 
Policy: The Ever Widening Gap 
A Viet Cong prisoner is march-
ed up to the South Vietnamese 
National Police Chief. The offi-
cer draws his pistol, and while 
exhibiting no evidence whatso-
ever that the act he is about to 
perform has any moral conse-
quence, calmly blows the prison-
er's brains out before an audi-
ence of millions of American tele-
vision viewers. 
A South Vietnamese Army 
Colonel is beheaded by terrorists 
and his wife and six children are 
murdered. 
A marine commander states 
that in order to save the town 
of Bien Tre it was necessary to 
destroy it. 
Embroiled in the midst of all 
the violence and bloodshed is the 
United States of America. 
America has a great tradition 
of humanistic p r i n c i p 1 e s but 
every day that tradition seems to 
be slipping farther away. Each 
time the napalm burns the 
United States finds itself even 
farther removed from that spirit 
that lived in the minds of men 
like Jefferson, Thoreau, and 
Woodrow Wilson. 
Its involvement in Vietnam is 
only a symptom of the disease 
that has creeped into and distort-
ed the concept of America's role 
in the world, if America is to 
survive as a force of real value 
in the world this disease must 
be eradicated. 
The cause of the disease is 
twofold. It is a combination of 
messianic anti-communism coup-
led with a distorted sense of 
reality, and, before the disease 
can be stopped, its causes must 
be examined. 
There are in the United States 
many influential men who believe 
that their country has a role to 
play in the betterment of man-
kind. Unfortunately, these men 
feel that all that is necessary to 
better mankind is to try to de-
stroy communism wherever it 
exists. 
For some obscure reason they 
have come to view communism as 
the source of all the evil in the 
world. If they could only eradi-
cate communism they would also 
eradicate hunger, poverty, war, 
drought and pestilence. 
The world will become para-
dise if the devil is removed. 
These s up e r anti-communists 
would no doubt readily agree 
that America must follow a mor-
alistic foreign policy but to them 
morality means anti-communism. 
Any action, no matter how 
cruel, which opposes communism 
is therefore moral. It is in this 
way that they can justify the 
carnage that is taking place in 
Vietnam and it is because of 
their private morality that they 
are able to sleep at night with 
the full realization that little 
children are being burned to 
death with American napalm. 
The second force behind the 
disease infecting American for-
eign policy is that of a distorted 
sense of realism. The propon-
ents of a "realistic" foreign pol-
icy feel that any action on the 
part of the United States can be 
justified on the grounds that the 
act was used to meet a "real" 
threat to American security. 
This school of thought views 
the existence of the American 
State as an end in itself rather 
than the benefits that state can 
bring to its citizens. The supre-
macy of each individual with the 
respect to the state means little 
or nothing to those who follow 
this "realist" philosophy. 
The supremacy of each individ-
ual with the respect to the state 
means little or nothing to those 
who follow this "realist" philo-
sophy. 
To them it is the superficial 
shell of the American dream that 
matters, and it must be promoted 
at the expense of the idealistic 
and humanistic core. These 
"realists" would no doubt say it · 
would be nice if international re-
lations could be conducted on a 
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humanistic basis but their view 
of reality will not allow it. 
If a police state is necessary 
for the survival of the United 
States as an entity, then a police 
state it shall become. The Mach-
iavellian principle must be fol-
lowed and those who believe 
otherwise are merely naive. 
A philosophy such as this 
leaves the door open for the 
United States to justify any ac-
tion by saying it was in Ameri-
ca's national interest. 
Here then is the dilemma. Is 
it possible for the United States 
to survive in 20th century with-
out resorting to beastiallity of 
the Mongol hordes of the 13th 
century? 
Can America exist above the 
level of savages? Of course it 
can, if it only will, but it will 
require a long look at America's 
future role in the world. 
The very essence of the 
strength of the United States 
lies in its humanitarian founda-
tions. (While it is true that there 
have been tainted incidents like 
the Mexican and Spanish Ameri-
can wars, for the most part it 
has attempted to follow a mean-
ingful goal in its foreign policy, 
that is, to use the wealth and 
power of America to aid human-
ity in general.) 
It is true that national inter-
ests have always played a major 
role in America's foreign rela-
tions, but for the most part a 
beneficial purpose and these na-
tional interests were intertwined. 
Pursuing a policy that invol-
ves America in wars that wreak 
destruction on friend and foe 
alike raises cries of our allies 
against us and tears at the very 
fiber of America's internal life 
that can be neither moral nor 
in the national interest. 
Is the only choice then to with-
draw to complete isolationism or 
to become the policeman of the 
world enforcing a pax Americana 
which drains on life and re-
sources of both policer and po-
liced? Either would be disast-
rous. 
What is necessary is to bring 
the goals of national interest and 
the goals of humanity into one 
single goal. America's moral for-
eign policy must accept the world 
not in terms of black and white. 
but in the shades of gray that 
exist. 
We must offer our good will 
to everyone, but we must not 
sulk and bully if the good will is 
rebuffed. We must be willing to 
view things through the eyes of 
those that are living in the situ-
tion. If a governmental form 
with which we disagree is actu-
ally benefiting the people, we 
must accept that government. 
We must also do everything 
within our power to convince 
friendly governments that they 
should proceed to grant a better 
life to their subjects. If a quar-
rel develops between two fac-
tions, neither of which is per-
fectly beneficial to the people the 
United States must disengage it-
self from the struggle and then 
attempt to convince the victor to 
follow a more benevolent path. 
If a policy such as this is fol-
lowed, and a nation still wishes 
to be our enemy we can be secure 
in the fact that we have offered 
our best and can relish the fact 
that we have the greatest 
strength of all, the strength of 
being in the right. 
Even the most avid realist will 
admit that if a nation is strong 
and remains strong its ability to 
influence affairs for the good 
will not be diminished. 
America has an unrivaled abil-
ity to use its power and wealth 
for the benefit of mankind. This 
is an idealistic goal, but America 
itself was born of the idealism of 
men with a dream. 
It is the faith in this dream 
that brought America to great-
ness, and it is really the only 
thing that keeps us above those 
whom we considered our adver-
saries. 
Therefore, it must be preserv-
ed, for when we have abandoned 
it, we have abandoned the very 
reason for the United States to 
exist as a nation, and we will all 
sink into the morass that con-
sumed powerful empires of the 
past. 
Bruce L. Berry 
La Libertad 
La libertad de opinion, la 
libertad de creencia religiosa, la 
libertad de expresion del pensa-
miento, la libertad de distinguir 
entre el bien y el mal, la liber-
tad, en general, es una carga 
pesada para el hombre. 
Es una carga, porque requiere 
que el hombre piense, algo que 
inconscientemente no le gusta 
hacer. Pero, esa es una carga 
sin la cual no podemos vivir, 
porque hemos aprendido a ad-
mitir su necesidad. 
La historia nos ha mostrado 
las consecuencias terribles que 
resultan cuando el hombre cam-
bia su libertad por una limosna. 
Dostoevski, un gran literato, 
nos aconsejo no entregar jamas 
nuestra libertad, porque seria un 
pecado, el abandonar algo que 
Jesus nos dio a toda la humani-
dad. 
Actualmente existen multiples 
ejemplos de cuan infeliz es el 
hombre cuando sus libertades son 
suprimidas. Asi es que todos 
los campos del conocimienta, he 
aprendido la importancia de la 
libertad. 
Con estas bases, he formulado 
ciertos principios de lo que esta 
preciosa carga significa para mi 
ya que cada hombre tiene su 
propia interpretacion. 
Para mi, libertad es vivir mi 
vida en la manera que quiero sin 
quebrar las !eyes de nuestro 
gobierno. No quiero ser un 
hombre corriente, pues creo que 
es mi deber ser poco comun, si 
es que puedo. 
No quiero ser una oveja, pues 
una oveja es un hombre que no 
se rebela contra la sociedad como 
J5/071378, el personaje prinicpal, 
de W.H.Auden, que seguia el re-
bano, la sociedad, y quien al fin 
fue enterrado sin nombre dejan-
do tras de si, ni lamento ni senal 
de felicidad. 
Por lo contrario, yo quiero 
sonar y construir o fallar y ven-
eer por mi mismo. Quiero que 
lamentos sean oidos, si tengo 
algunos. 
Y despues de mi muerte, 
quiero que la sociedad sepa si 
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yo he vivido una vida feliz o no. 
Pues, ? que significado tiene la 
vida, si uno no esta libre para 
vivir como uno quiere? 
Mi idea de libertad es v1v1r 
sin miedo constante. No me en-
corvare ante nadie, excepta ante 
Dios, ni rehuire mis obligaciones, 
cuano las circunstancias asi lo 
cxijan. 
Eso lo debo a mi herencia a 
los incontables hombres y mu-
jeres que han dado sus vidas 
para vivir segura y valersa-
tarme de las cadenas del miedo, 
para vi vir segura y valerasa-
mente. Pues, ? que significado 
tiene la libertad, si uno es un 
esclavo del mido? 
Para mi, libertad es hacer uso 
de mi libre albedrio. Quiero 
tener la libertad para decidir, 
para pregun tar y para pensar 
por mi mismo. 
No quiero ser un ciudadano 
modesto sometido por el estado 
ni absorbido por su maquinaria 
publicitaria. No quiero ser tra-
tado como un nino, pues me 
dirian lo que tengo que hacer y 
lo que debo pensar como la gente 
en Los H ermanos Karamazov de 
Dostoevski. 
Pues, ? que significado tiene 
el pensamiento, si uno no tiene 
la libertad de expresion? 
Chris Holaves 
1966 
MONEY 
WEALTH 
SECURITY 
HEALTH 
LEADERSHIP 
POPULARITY 
FRIENDSHIP 
MATERIALS 
CONFORMITY 
& god 
Roger Zulauf 
SIN 
parakeet munches on a 
cuttlebone 
a mouse chews the foot of a 
chair 
a liver fluke lives on a drop of 
blood 
in the man who's sleeping 
upstairs 
grocery boy stocks a shelf of 
beans 
while a lady squeezes the fruit 
the office clerk steals a quart of 
wine 
of the man who's sleeping 
upstairs 
young man plays on a football 
team 
and a young man marches off to 
war 
young man dies on a battle field 
while his country is sleeping 
upstairs 
Thomas W. Phipps 
Summer Sweat 
Early evening stillness of a hot starry night 
Out in the country of farms criscrossed by 
Gravel roads with their ever-present over-hanging 
Cumulus clouds of dust 
Is broken only by shadowly soundless buzzing of bats 
Hunting the bug filled moonless night air. 
A sunburned farmer sits on the unscreened porch 
Of his squat drab-brown peeling tenant house 
Puffing on a pipe, meditating, as he gazes 
Across fields at his crop of growing corn 
Listening to it pop and crack as it stretches 
Leafy arms heavenward. 
He is wondering, worrying, thinking of prices 
Weather, and future as he knocks ashes from his pipe 
On a work-worn patched knee, and retires, only 
To arise early again for tomorrow's toil. 
Jerry J. Carter 
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First Place 
Essay Award 
Curiosity 
Whoever it was that coined 
the phrase, "curiosity killed the 
cat" committed a heinous crime. 
Not that that little ditty has 
been responsible for the diseased 
mental condition of our adult 
civilization, but it is one of the 
better known and best worded 
of the thousands of apathetic ex-
cuses for stagnation of the mind. 
As far as the cat himself goes, 
if he died from the after effects 
of curiosity, he died educated! 
As soon as an infant human 
gets past the red and wrinkled 
.stages and begins prowling 
around on all fours like any 
other such beast, he exhibits a 
nevere cas2 of insatiable curi-
osity. 
He pads around, "coo-gooing" 
and slobbering and poking every-
thing on the floor into his mouth 
with his chubby, grimy little 
paws. 
Yes, he's quite a remarkable 
scientist - he sees something 
(problem) , wonders how it would 
taste (hypothesis), sticks it in 
his mouth (tests the hypothesis 
by experimentation) , and then 
decides whether or not he'd like 
to taste it again (conclusion). 
He usss this method without 
hesitation on everything from 
strained opinach to dog manure, 
and he gives each equal consid-
eration unless impeded by a 
frightened or nauseated sire or 
dame. 
Under nearly all circumstances 
the micro-human of these stages 
gets along just fine; and the 
more he experiments, the more 
he wonders, and the more he 
knows. At this rate, if not im-
peded he would have a fantasma 
of useful knowledge. 
Sadly enough for us all, 
though, this is rarely the case. 
During his process of learning to 
be a biped, as he is supposed to 
be instead of a quadruped, he is 
also learning to talk. 
His soothing babbling and 
chattering gradually "morpho-
sizes" into the language of his 
forbears. Now he may get many 
of his experiences second-hand 
from those who have gained the 
knowledge first hand-sounds 
easy. 
Gaining such knowledge is 
easy until the person being asked 
a question by the kid can't an-
swer it. Then, out of ignorance, 
embarrassment or intolerance 
that person says, "Don't bother 
me, kid! Go ask yer ma." 
vVhen "ma" is asked s:Oe 
screeches, "Oh! My Goodness! 
Hush your little mouth!" Then 
the confused fledgling boils out 
with the most innocent and pe!'-
sistent, "Why?" 
The frantically disturbed par-
ent scolds again, this time a little 
harder, and is immediately be-
set with an even more vigorous, 
"But WHY?" At this point, the 
little tyke inherits a blistered 
posterior-just for being curi-
ous~ 
At this rate it doesn't take 
long for the keen edge on the 
curiosity of the average child to 
be dulled considerably. Fortu-
nately, he still retains some pow-
ers of wonderment when he 
enters the first year of school; 
and it is here that he loses most 
of the rest of his inquisitive 
prowess. 
It is here that he is instructed 
to not ask unless called upon, 
which can seem FOREVER to 
the fra,ntically curious; and it is 
here that he is laughed at for 
asking because it seems ridicu-
lous to his classmates. Those 
who survive this must be able to 
withstand a lot of mirth-dir-
ected at themselves. 
And, you know? Those are aw-
fully, awfully rare people, espe-
cially after twelve or sixteen 
years of such environment! 
By the time this being is an 
adult, he is so brow-beaten by 
his peers that he is bigoted, 
brazen, leaden-eyed, thick, un-
aware, and sophisticated and cul-
tured. 
He is now fully prepared to 
annihilate the budding mind of 
any youngster that may happen 
under his influence. 
Curiosity is a golden, fruitful 
thing. We are all endowed with 
it for a while. But when we 
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lose it, we let a great big, heal-
thy, glowing spark die out. It 
never burns again. 
The knowledge of the world is 
in the possession of the curious. 
They are the only few educated 
individuals. These people aren't 
to be found deteriorating before 
a television set. 
These people, lucky few, push 
ahead; they unlock the world's 
long hidden secrets; they bless 
us with their discoveries, and 
make our world more and more 
livable. 
Maybe some of these "cats" do 
die by their own curiosity, but 
before they die they help contri-
bute to a better world. 
Thomas W. Phipps 
A Bottle 
Of Dreams 
The angel was sitting 
On the lower step of the front 
porch 
There was no halo-no set of 
wings-no white robe. 
Only a drab little boy in patched 
denims 
That showed strains of ferocious 
battles 
With fictitious enemies. 
But the power this cherub 
possessed 
is beyond comprehension even by 
the most liberal mind. 
It is the power of Innocence-
The beauty of Unknowing 
The character of Ignorance 
The serenity of a pure heart. 
He has the ability to shock into 
Reality, 
And wields honesty with such 
skill that parents 
Shudder at the thought of it. 
And so we leave the angel on the 
porch _ 
We leave him in his day dream 
bottle. 
But the distance from that step 
to the ground is ever so short 
and soon he'll have both feet on 
the Earth. 
And there his downfall begins~ 
1 
Mau rice Snively 
Chalk Dust 
I sit upon my mind 
And erase the world. 
The chalk dust falls into my eyes 
And burns all horizons white 
blank, 
Waiting for me to color them 
Red, yellow or blue. 
I sit and laugh-and gloat-
The world is gone-
But then I turn to speak 
They're gone? They're gone! 
And then I run (oh hurry, 
hurry) 
And grab the chalks 
to color the world again. 
Catherine Waite 
"TO ¥- ' e.e. 
Diffused Existence 
·Or, A Meager Attempt 
At Helping You Over 
The Rough Spots 
To love is to enjoy the moments: 
many, magical. 
To sense a feeling equal to that 
of self: 
for another. 
To know that he has been with 
you: 
you have been together. 
Love is at once: generated, 
living, indestructable. 
But to hold is an entirely 
di/ ferent verb. 
Jan Gerlach 
My world whirls too fast for brain to think. Does love answer? 
My little clown laughs on the shelf. Carousel and lofty skies-
Night is an evil sin. Love whirls too fast for clown to laugh. 
Brain loves the lofty skies-evil sin on the shelf. 
Carousel thinks it night. Answer, brain, for lofty sin. 
Love my little clown. 
Think to love on the shelf at night. 
My skies whirl evil. 
Sin, world, for brain to think 
World whirls carousel to lofty skies . 
. . . and laughs on the shelf too fast. 
Fast world, answer my little clown. 
Laugh, world, to think an evil sin. 
Clown answers evil for brain to laugh on carousel world. 
A Poem 
a poem is a piece of person 
all wrapped up in ink 
a thought-moment on paper 
carefully metered out 
a poem is an agile word 
all wrapped up in thought 
displayed or not displayed 
it's how it sounds that counts 
Thomas W. Phipps 
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Paula Bresnan 
A Beach Party 
The sun magnified the prettiness 
of her face. 
The sand accented that golden 
glow. 
She lay with her eyes closed, 
unaware of being admired. 
The sun still shines on the beach, 
But it's winter now. 
J errol Mikeworth 
Wexford's Party 
Last Monday (as you have 
probably already over-looked) 
was the twenty-second beannual 
birthstone of Wexford Brighten-
all 111. Wexford arose that 
gropey moan as was his custom 
for each dai. He troundled over 
to his mirror and with spasticism 
beyond belief unbelieveable quiet-
ly picked the scabs off his face. 
(After all, one must have fresh 
scabs for one's very own birth-
stone.) After all his scabs had 
been pixed, Wexford gazed at 
his repetition in the meer and 
said, "My! What a good boy 
um I!" 
Suddenly all of a sudden at 
once he happed to by chance 
look at the calendar. Realising 
that today, Monday of all Mung-
days, was his very own birth-
right, he fainted. 
Zulu, his wafe of late, came 
rumming to his site caring a 
niggle - bag to r e 1 i v e him. 
"Thank you my scabby banana 
peel," said Wetfjord as he got 
up and put on his red hedgebone 
smokin' jokin' coat and smiled a 
grim at her. 
"I'm going to quirk now!" he 
said heading for the steel mill of 
his dreams, and upon rejection 
of the idea he arded, "Don't let 
the burd fly unleashed you give 
the catatonic." And then he 
was gone. (as you probably al-
ready have grossed.) 
Zulu genuflected for a moment 
and then thought, "He's wierd 
all right for sure, but I still 
think he's kind of growing bald." 
With that out of the way 
ZooLoo began to make plans for 
Waxfloor's berth certificate sur-
prise party-boy would it ever 
be fine. Mahatma Ghandi would 
be there among with Lenny 
Bruce, The Beatles, Bob Dylan, 
The Queen, Norman Mailer, Elea-
nor Roosevelt, Casey Stengel, 
Allen Ginsberg, Paul Simon, 
"Rap" Brown, Lurleen and 
George, Adolf Eichman, Ravi 
Shankar, Charlie Watts, and 
least but not forgotten by any 
meels Ezra Taft Benson. 
She could hardly wate till 
Webfoot got home and before 
she new it there he was in the 
flush. 
"S u p p e r R i c e" yelled the 
guesseds at the top of their ane-
noids, and it was becars the Sec-
retary of State from Serbia was 
there. Beveryone wubbled at 
this because as you all well know 
good and well Serbia isn't. 
Well any day W ollfor was there 
tumultuously at the same time 
and the party was soon hell bent 
for a leader. 
It was surly a hippy affair 
with much carouseling and wild 
abdomen, horn tootie, eat frootie, 
and an occupational puke there 
and- (hear! ) -other ·such carri-
ages on. 
Father MacKleary stopped by 
to prey for the sinners without 
much successpool results. 
For days later everybod was 
carried out still wondering what 
it war all about. Wulbfoot and 
Zulie were stoned beyond belife 
and yesternorn wer berried in a 
ditch in Yungerwalt Wood. 
And they were only 31. 
Godspeed. 
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